7 WordPress Themes that Best
suits Artists
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Due to the flexibility and freedom it offers, WordPress is
used by artists all over the world to share and promote their
work online. These 7 themes are the best out of the best. just
to make it easier for all of the hard working artists out
there in the world.
1. Creatica

Creatica is a multi-purpose WordPress theme for artists,
creative agencies, art blogs, and more. It is a theme filled
with graceful art. It stuns it’s users with stunningly
beautiful and ready-made demos that are just a click away.
It also includes tons of customization options like multiple
header styles, multiple sidebars, custom widgets, and a
powerful theme options panel. You will also get a slider
plugin and a powerful drag and drop page builder to create
your own page layouts.
2. Martho

Martho is a WordPress multipurpose theme that can be used by
bloggers, photographers, and artists. It is highly flexible
and perfect if you want to grow your website.
Martho includes multiple homepage designs, templates for blog,
project pages, galleries, and more. It is WooCommerce ready
and has portfolio post type built-in with multiple display
options. It also ships with a drag and drop page builder.
3. Meteor

Meteor is a WordPress theme that is elegant and best suited
fro arts, crafts and portfolio business. It includes grid,
carousel, masonry, and blocks portfolio templates, allowing
you to beautifully display photos, projects, paintings,
illustrations, videos, and more.
It also allows you to choose different layouts for each single
project in your portfolio. You can also choose 4 layout styles
for your posts. It also includes a template to create a resume
page and a section to add services.

4. Nico

Nico is a beautifully designed WordPress theme for artists,
photographers, illustrators, and more. It includes a gorgeous
filterable portfolio with grid layout that helps you display
your work elegantly.
Nico includes several customization options such as custom
colors, custom background and header, and social media
integration. It has a custom theme panel to help you easily
build your website.
5. Indigo

Indigo is a very pleasant looking theme. It has been designed
to be filled with artistic features on every detail. It comes
with easy to use modules that you can just drag and drop to
build your homepage layout.It also includes 14 ready made
templates to make a website. You can install and then just
replace the content with your own.
6. Freelo

Freelo is a beautifully designed WordPress theme for artists,
illustrators, and art blogs. It has a built-in portfolio
section with multiple styles using beautiful CSS animations.
You can choose from multiple color schemes and create your own
as well.
It allows you to easily change fonts and has support to use
Google Fonts. There are multiple page templates, unlimited
sidebars, and even a sidebar generator packed inside.
7. Heron

Heron is a minimalist WordPress theme for artists, bloggers,
and writers. It features beautiful typography, earth toned
colors, and a clean spacious layout. It uses large fully
scalable featured images and videos, which makes your pages
more engaging.
It has a full screen search overlay next to the navigation
menu on top. It also comes with author bio box for multi-

author WordPress sites. It is easy to setup and customize
using the built-in theme options panel.

